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Swooping in to carry us all away from our pandemic malaise comes In A Vigil State, the
highly anticipated fourth album by Boston-based The Grand Undoing. With their previous releases, the band established a signature sound rooted in the 5-P’s: power-pop,
prog, psychedelia and punk. Now they’re setting it loose with catchy hooks and driving
beats, and you most definitely want to go along for the ride.

INTO THE GLITTER (5:18)
A LITTLE PIECE OF GROUND (2:36)
HIGHWAY (YOU CAN RIDE AWAY) (4:32)
WAVE (4:38)
SEE ALL I SEE (3:04)
DARKNESS (4:03)
SUNSETTER (4:40)
SILVER SONGS (3:18)
STEP IN (3:14)
GIVING ALL MY THINGS AWAY (4:35)

The Grand Undoing is a rotating collective of like-minded players anchored by founder,
lead vocalist, guitarist and songwriter Seth Goodman. Their critically acclaimed 2016
release —Sparks Rain Down From The Lights Of Love — was a hard act to follow. Yet
the band kept the groove going, and then some. In A Vigil State boasts ten songs that
delve into the changing seasons of life and the dichotomy of being both very small
yet of the infinite. Goodman deconstructs and reconstructs his way into a sonic space
that’s beyond the past, present and future. He grabs you right away with inventive
arrangements and delights you by infusing each with sonic surprises, then weaves it
all together with a dazzling studio sheen.
With In A Vigil State, The Grand Undoing have crafted deeply rooted yet thoroughly
forward-thinking rock and roll. Turn off your phone, dim the lights, crack open a bottle
of sparkling wine, and dig the glam nouveaux sound of the future!
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Seth Goodman is unlike anyone else today… ragged,
loose, and sounds as if he will collapse any second if
he doesn’t get another drink quickly.

THE BIG TAKEOVER
With mascara-streaked swagger, a living, breathing
exhortation of what it means to be alive and well
with rock ‘n roll.

BEARDED
Lyrically satisfying and gloriously retro… a world-class
knack for expressionistic balladry.

POWERPOPAHOLIC
A game changing music masterpiece. Even in a crowded field of pop contenders, it’s nevertheless a sheer joy
to behold The Grand Undoing’s latest pop epic.
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